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Abstract. 
Do solutions of differential equations describing the evolution of 
functions have unique limits? At what rates do they converge? 
Existence of unique limits for a class of equations ans1ng from 
geometric variational problems (for example, extrema of area or energy 
functionals) is shown in [S]. Solutions converge exponentially if, for example, 
the linearisation of the equation has no zero eigenvalues, or more generally, 
if all the stationary solutions of the linearised equation are integrable. Here 
we find non-exponentially converging solutions in the complementary case, 
when not all stationary solutions are integrable. We describe some open 
problems which are related to the description of singularities of analytic 
functions arising from this work. 
In many cases, non-exponentially decaying solutions represent non 
analytic solutions of the geometrical problems. For example, we show that the 
non-exponentially decaying solutions for particular examples of minimal 
surfaces and harmonic maps give examples of minimal surfaces and 
harmonic maps with isolated singularities which do not have analytic support. 
We list some questions about the existence of such minimal surfaces, for 
example, are there any minimising or codimension one non analytic minimal 
surfaces? 
[S] L.Simon, Asymptotics for a class of nonlinear evolution equations, with 
applications to geometric problems, Ann. of Math., 118 (1983) , 525-571 
(iii) 
Introduction. 
Must minimal surfaces have analytic support? 
Milani [M] gave examples which do not. However, these examples still 
have subanalytic support. (Subanalytic sets are formed from analytic sets by 
taking closures, complements, unions, intersections and images under proper 
real analytic maps - see for example [HA], [HI].) Here we give examples which do 
not even have subanalytic support. 
We represent a minimal surface with an isolated singularity as a graph 
over its tangent cone, following [S]. The surface is minimal if and only if its graph 
is stationary for the area functional. As in [S], we put t = - log !xi to give a 
nonlinear evolution equation. We actually study a class of nonlinear evolution 
equations arising from geometric variational problems and give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for existence of solutions with non exponential decay. We 
discuss some problems arising from the study of such equations. 
In Chapter 1, we describe the notation, which is similar to that used in 
[SL]. We use contraction mappings to prove existence of solutions of the 
equations. In Chapter 2, we prove the necessary estimates for solutions of linear 
equations. The unusual feature is that we have to use estimates for second order 
ordinary differential equations with singular points of the second kind (equation 
2.15). In Chapter 3, we solve the nonlinear equations. We find exponential 
solutions as in [CHS]. We repeat the proof that the stationary solutions 
correspond to an analytic subset of the kernel of linearised operator, which is the 
space of Jacobi fields. If not all of the Jacobi fields are integrable (that is , 
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correspond to stationary solutions), then we can use the linear estimates of 
Chapter 2 to find solutions that converge at a rate which is only some negative 
power of t. We need more delicate estimates in the kernel of the linearised 
equation, based on solutions of a finite dimensional ordinary differential equation 
(equation 3.14). There are many open questions about the solutions of this 
equation (see Chapter 5). If all Jacobi fields are integrable, then all solutions 
converge at exponential rates (see Appendix). Hence non exponential solutions 
exist if and only if there are non integrable Jacobi fields. 
In Chapter 4, we analyse particular examples of minimal surfaces and 
harmonic maps. By direct computation of the third variation of the functional, we 
show that minimal products of 3 or more spheres, and harmonic maps from the 
sphere into ( !Rln-{o} , g ) for many metrics g , have non integrable Jacobi fields. 
Hence there are minimal surfaces and harmonic maps which converge to their 
tangent cones and tangent maps at a rate given by some power of 1 /t = 1 /I loglxl I. 
However, any subanalytic set must converge to its tangent cone at a rate given by 
some rational power of /x/ - see e.g. [BR]. Hence these minimal surfaces and 
harmonic maps do not even have subanalytic support. 
In Chapter 5, we list some open problems arising from this work. 
In the Appendix, we give a proof due to Professor Simon that if all the 
Jacobi fields are integrable, then all solutions must converge at exponential 
rates. This is included for the sake of completeness, since it is the complementary 
case to the results of Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Notation. 
We use the standard notation of [GT] and [SL]. 
We denote by I, a smooth compact (n-1 )-dimensional submanifold 
embedded in [RP and write TI,= { T roI- lcoe I, for the tangent bundle of I, . If 
e1 , ... , ep is the standard orthonormal basis for [RP , then we can write eiT 
for the orthogonal projection of ei onto the subspace T roI- of !RlP. By a C1 
function f on I, we mean the restriction to I, of a function which is C1 in a 
neighbourhood of I, in [RlP. We define the gradient of f on I, by 
1 .1 
p T 
Vf (co) = i (D T f) (co) ei , 
1=1 e. 
I 
where Dvf denotes directional differentiation of f in direction v. We can write 
1.2 Vf(co) = ( V 1 f(co) , ... , V pf(co) ), 
- D T f. 
e. 
I 
We denote by Va vector bundle over I, ; that is , V = { V ro lcoe I, is a 
smoothly varying family of subspaces of [RlM with fixed dimension N < M. We 
denote by IIro the orthogonal projection of [RlM onto V ro , coe I, ; which varies 
smoothly in co by assumption. By a C1 section f of V we mean a C1 function 
3 
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f : I-) [Rl M such that f(co)E V w , V COE V w . We define 
V p T 
1.3 V f(co) = L,ei ® II (D Tf) , 
i=1 co e. 
I 
where 1 M D Tf = ( D Tf , . . . , D Tf ) . 
e. e. e. 
I I I 
We can write 
V p T V 
1.4 V f(co) = "e. ® V. f £_; I I 
i=1 
V ~ T T 
where Vi f(co) = ~ ( ei .ej ) II (D T f) = II ( D T f ). 
j=1 co ej co ei 
Thus we can represent vvf(co) by the P x M matrix 
V [e .V. f(co)] i=1, ... ,P and a=1, ... ,M 
a I 
We denote by Q the cylinder with cross section I, Q =Ix IRl c [RiP+1, 
with the usual product metric induced from [RiP+1 . We write 
Q+ = I, x ( 0 ,oo ) , 
Oa,b = I x ( a,b ) , for - oo < a < b < oo. 
Let u = u(co,t) be a C1 function from Oa,b to [RlM with u(co,t) E V w for 
(co,t) E Oa b . For fixed tE (a,b) , we define u(t) , u'(t) on I by 
l 
4 
u(t)(m) 
Notation 
u'(t)(m) = au(m,t) 
- u(m,t) , 
at 
Note that u'(t)(m) E V ro if u(m,t) E V ro , form E I . 
We will write oVu(m,t) = ( vvu(t)(m) , u'(t)(m) ). Where there is no ambiguity , 
we will write 
u'(m,t) = u'(t)(m) , vvu(m,t) = vvu(t)(m), and Vu= vvu. 
We write C1 ( I ; V) for the space of C1 sections of the vector bundle V, 
and L 2( I ; V) for the space of functions 
{f:fEL2(I;~M) and f(ro)EVro for Hn-1 a.e.mEI}. 
We also write ck( Oa,b ; V ) for the functions 
{ f ; fE Ck( Oa,b ; ~M ) and f(m,t)E V ro for (m,t)E Oa,b} . 
We also define weighted norms for functions on Oa b· Suppose 'Jf(t) is 
l 
convex and 'Jf(t) > 0 for t E (O,oo). We define 
I lu 11 
2 
L (Q b; V) 
\jf a, 
= sup 'Jf(t) I lu(t)I I 2 
a<t<b L (I, ; V) 
for u E L 2 ( Oa b ; V ). If 'Jf(t) = (T +t)q for T,q >0 , then we write 
' 
I lull 
q 
for llull 2 . L 
\jf 
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We define 
lul = sup (T+t)q ( lu(t)I + lu'(t)I + 
c;,a(Oa,b ; V) a<t<b C2,a(L) C 1,a(L) 
+ I u II ( t) I + [ u "] ) . 
Co,a(L) a;L x (a,b)n(t,t+ 1) 
Our notation is that of, for example, [GT], with 
[u] = sup I x - y I-a I u(x) - u(y) I . 
a;Q X,y E Q 
x:1;y 
We write 
lul = sup lul 
c2,a(Q. V) t>O c2,a(Q ; V) 
q ' q t,t+ 1 
If v : (O,oo) ~ fRik, then we write 
lvl2 = sup [ (T +t)qlv(t)I + (T +t)
1
+q( lv'(t)I + lv"(t)I)]. 
,q t>O 
For estimates in Chapter 2, we require that the first derivative decays 
more quickly than the function, but not that the second derivative decays more 
quickly than the first. 
We also write 
I v I = sup (T +t)q I v(t) I . q t>O 
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We consider functionals of the form 
I -mt !Fa b(u) = F(ro,u,Vu,u') e dro dt ' 
Qab 
' 
where u E C1 ( Oa,b ; V ), Vu = vvu and m is a constant. We consider F to 
be defined on Ix fRiM x fRiPM x [RlM , and write F = F(ro,z, p, q) 
for roE Ii,ZE [RlM,qE [RlM and p =[Pia]; i=1, ... ,P anda=1, ... ,M. 
We assume further that Fis analytic in z and p for lzl+IPI small. This 
hypothesis is not essential, but the appropriate weaker assumptions are difficult 
to verify in practice - see Remark 3.43. 
We let M be emt times the Euler-Lagrange operator of IF ab , that is , 
I 
M(u) E c0( Oa,b ; V) for u E C2( Oa,b ; V) is defined by 
for~ E C1 c( Oa b ; V ). Here, < , > is the usual inner product for 
' 
L 2 ( Oa b ; V ) given by 
I 
< f 'g > = If. g dH". 
Qab 
' 
We define the functional !FI. on C2( I ; V) by 
IF L (u) = J F(ro,u,Vu,O) dro 
L, 
for U E c1 ( L ; V ). 
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The Euler-Lagrange operator MI. is characterised by 
M1:(U)E c0( 1: ; V ) for UE C2( 1: ; V ) and 
d 
1.6 < ML(u),s> =-ds f 1:(u+ss)IS=O 
for s E C1 ( I ; V ). 
As in [SL] we can compute explicit expressions for Mu and MI.u to get 
J -mt a , r 1. 7 < M(u) , s > = e ( F ( + F ( sa) + F 1..;, a) dro dt p~ I qa za 
Qa,b I 
The repeated Greek indices are summed from 1 to M, and repeated Latin indices 
are summed from 1 to P. If we integrate by parts, then 1. 7 implies 
where R contains derivatives of order at most 1. Here, ea denotes the 
orthogonal projection of ea onto V ro , 
~ ~ V u.. = e . (\7. u) IJ l,J 
and V VV T TV VV \7 .. u = \7. \7 . u - (ek.D Te. )Vk u = \7. \7. u - fl (D T Tu) 
i,J ' J e. J ' J co (D T (e. )) 
I J 
e. 
is the Hessian operator. Similarly, 
V ~ ,.a 1 1.9 M (u) = F (ro,u,\7 u,O) u .. e + R 
1: p~p~ u 
I J 
where R1 contains derivatives of order at most 1. 
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Thus, M, MI are second order quasilinear operators (see [GT] , 
Chapter 10) with coefficients depending on ro , u , Vu , and u' in the case 
of M. 
We will assume the following ellipticity conditions, 1.1 O and 1.11, for M 
and MI, with UE C2( I, ; V ). We assume the Legendre-Hadamard condition 
for strong ellipticity of Miu , (see, for example, [MC]) : 
1.10 F (ro,z,p,O) Tl°'rl~ ~.~. > 0 
p~p~ I j 
I j 
for Tl E V ro- {O} , ~ E T ro- {O} , ro E I, , z E V ro , p E T roL ® V ro . 
We also assume : 
1.11 q . F q(ro,z,p,q) > clql 2 , 
for some c > 0, q E V ro, ro E I,, z E V ro, p E T roI®V ro , with 
(lzl+IPl+lql) < 1. This condition implies that 
F A (ro,z,p,O) = O 
qaz~ 
so that the linearisation l of M has the form 1.14. Conditions 1.9 and 1.1 O 
imply that Mu is strongly elliptic if u E C2( Oa,b; v ) and lu'I is sufficiently 
small. 
Next we compute the linearisations l , l I of M, MI at 0, which are 
strongly elliptic by 1.9 and 1.10. We have 
d 
1.12 l v = ds M(sv) ls=o 
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where v E C2( Oa b ; v ) and l v E c0( Oa b ; v ) , and 
' ' 
where V E C2( L ; V ) and l r,V E c0( L ; V ) . 
Since !Ml and Mr are Euler-Lagrange operators, l and l r are self 
adjoint with respect to the inner product for L 2( I ; V ). 
From 1.8, 1.9 we can compute the forms of l , l r to give 
where a (co) 
a~ 
- F A(ro,0,0,0) and aij (co) _ 
qaq~ a~ 
The ellipticity assumptions 1.1 O, 1.11 imply 
1 .1 6 aaB (co) 11 ~ B > 0 , 
1.17 aii A(ro) ~.~. ,,a,,~ > 0 
a~ I J 
F (ro,0,0,0) p~pf 
For technical convenience in Chapters 2 and 3, we will want to have 
* aaB(ro) = oaB . This can be achieved by defining a new functional f to be 
10 
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* 1.18 f (u)= f (Au), 
where A is self adjoint and A2 = a-1 and a(w) : V w ~ V w acts as a smooth 
positive definite linear transformation given by a(w) (11) = aa~ Tl~ ea . Note that 
A(ro) is smooth and positive definite, since a(ro) is positive definite by 1.16 and 
smooth because [F and V are smooth. If u is an extremum of f *, then Au is an 
extremum of f . 
* We compute the first variation formula for [F to give 
* * 
< M (u) , ~ > = d/ds [F (u+s~) ls=O 
1.19 
1.20 
with 
= d/ds f (Au+sA~) ls=O 
- < M(Au), A~> 
- < A M(Au) , ~ > , as A is self adjoint. Hence 
* M u= A M(Au). 
The Ii nearisation of M* at O is 
* * l v = v" - mv' + l I, v , 
where we have used a.A2 = identity on V . This operator again satisfies 
ellipticity assumptions of the form 1.17. 
1 1 
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Also we can write 
* * 1.22 M u - u" - mu'+ Mz:, u + a1 .Du'(t) + a2.u'(t) , 
where I a.(ro,u,Vu,u') I < CI u I 
1 CO,a(Q ) c2,a(Q ) 
t,t+1 t,t+1 
This particular form of [Mi* will be used in Chapter 3. 
From now on, we will assume that f' satisfies the condition 
aa~ = 8a~ , after replacing f' by f'* . 
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Estimates for linear equations. 
In this chapter we prove decay estimates for solutions of linear equations. 
These estimates are used in Chapter 3 for proving the existence of solutions of 
the nonlinear equations discussed in Chapter 1. We consider linear operators of 
the forms 
2.1 l 1 v = v" - mv' + Lv for VE C2 ( Oa b ; V ) , 
' 
2.2 l 2w = w" - mw' - (T +tf1 M.w for WE C2 ( (a,b) ; ~ k ). 
In the applications, l 1 will be the operator l * of 1.20, which is 
2.3 
with 
* 
2.4 l V 
L, 
* v" - mv' + l L v 
For our main result, we will choose l 1 to be the projection of l * into (ker l L-*)1_, 
which is an elliptic operator with zero kernel , and we will choose l 2 to be an 
ordinary differential operator on a finite dimensional space. 
For operators of the form 2.1, we assume that u E C2 (Q+ ; V) , V is as in 
Chapter 1, and Lis an elliptic operator defined on L ( operating on 
13 
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u E C2( L; V) , with values in co ( L ; V) ) such that Lis self-adjoint with 
respect to the usual inner product < , > for L 2 ( L ; V) ; that is, 
< Lu,v > = < u,Lv > for u,v E C2( L; V) . 
We may apply usual elliptic regularity theory ( see, for example, [GT] ) for 
solutions of l 1 u = f and Lu = f , to deduce the following estimates 
2.6 11 u I l. 2 < C(p) ( 11 Lu 11 + 11 u 11 2 ) , W ,p (L) LP (L) L (L) 
I u I 2 < C(µ) ( I Lu I + 11 u 11 2 ) , C ,µ(L) Co,µ(L) L (L) 
for a> 0, p > 2, µ E (0, 1 ), and where C2,µ(I) stands for c2,µ(z: ; V) etc. 
There is a discrete set of eigenvalues Aj for L on I with A1 < Ai < A3 ... ; 
Aj t 00 as j too , and corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions <)> 1 , cp2 , cp3 ... ; 
<l>j E C2(Z: ; V ) , with { <l>j} a complete set in L 2(Z: ; V ) . 
We define characteristic values Yj± for l 1 by 
14 
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so that the separated solutions v(co,t) = exp(yi±t) cp/co) of l 1 v = O are a complete 
set in L 2( Qa b ; V) for -oo <a< b < oo. 
' 
For operators of the form 
2.2 l 2v = v" - mv' - (T +tf 1 M.v , 
we assume T > O and that M : [Rk ~ [Rk is linear and self adjoint, so it has 
eigenvalues µ1 < µ2 < µ3 < ... µk , and corresponding orthonormal 
eigenvectors e1, e2, e3 , ... ek. 
We will now state existence results and decay estimates as t ~ oo for 
solutions of l 1 u = f on Q+· The decay estimates for solutions of these problems 
depend on the growth of f(t) as t ~ oo. Also the required decay estimate affects 
the initial conditions (at t=O) which can be imposed. 
Let IIJ : L 2 ( I ; V ) ~ L 2 ( I ; V ) be the orthogonal projection 
00 
I, a.cp. ~ I, a.cp. where J is a set of non negative integers. Put II~ = identity - IIJ. 
· 1 jj . jj j= jE J 
Let J± = {j ; + Re rt> O and Ai* O} if m > O and let J+ = {j ; Ai* O}, J_ = 0 if m < O. 
w 't II II w . + . T 2 2 n e + = J . nte "{; = "{; . Wnte II : L (I, ; V) ~ L (I, ; V) for 
- ± j j 
the orthogonal projection into ker L , f, a.cp. ~ " a.q> . . Write II1- = identity - I1 r_ 
~jj L.J Jj 
J=1 {j;A.=0} j 
Write II f II - sup \!f(t) II f(t) II 2 , where \!f(t) > 0 and \If is convex. \If t>O L (I, ; V) 
The following result for linear systems was proved in [CHS,Thm 1.1 ] 
(with the substitution t = - log r). We do not use this result here, and quote it 
only for comparison with later results. 
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LEMMA 2.7. 
Suppose q > y1 -, q e { Re rt ; j> 1 }, 'V(t) = eqt, II f ll'V < 00 , and put 
2.8 J = { j ; Re Yj > q }. 
Then for any g E L 2(I, ; V) there is a unique solution u of l 1 u = f 
with lim ITJu(t) = ITJg (weakly in L2(L)). 
t!o 
Also, u satisfies the estimates 
llull < C(ll9ll 2 +llfll ). 
'I' L (L) 'I' 
PROOF: This is Theorem 1.1 of [CHS]. 
However, we need to have decay estimates when f(t) does not decay 
exponentially as t ~ oo. In this case, estimates cannot easily be obtained for the 
projection of u(t) into ker L = span{ <l>j ; Aj = 0 } using the separated solutions 
exp(yjt) <1>/c.o). Rather, the projection into ker L has to be treated specially, which 
is why equation 2.2 is required. 
We now prove decay estimates for the case when 'V(t) = (T +t)q, T>O, 
that is, when sup (T +t)q II f(t) II< 00 • Write II f II for II f II in this case. 
t>O q 'I' 
LEMMA 2.9. 
Suppose f(t) E image(II1_) for t > 0, and 11 f I lq < 00• 
For any QE L 2(I, ; V ), there is a unique solution u of l 1 u = f on (0,00 ) 
with II u II q < 00 and lim IT+u(t) = IT g (weakly in L 2(L). 
t!o + 
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Also, u satisfies the estimate 
11 u 11 < c ( Tq 11 g 11 2 + 11 f 11 q ) . q L (L) 
PROOF : As in [CHS], we seek a solution as an L 2(22) convergent series 
L, a/t)<J>/w) . ( Elliptic regularity theory implies this series, and all formal series 
obtained by termwise differentiation converge uniformly and absolutely on 
compact subdomains of (O,oo) ). 
This gives a solution provided a/t) satisfies the ordinary differential 
equation 
As in [CHS] , there is a representation for solutions of 2.1 O by 
t 00 
-y.t -y.tJ (2y.+m)s J -(y.+m)'t 
2.11 a/t) - Re ( ~e J - e J e J e J f/t) d1: ds) if Re('Yj+m) > O, and 
pj s 
t s 
-yjt -y?J (2yj+m)s J -(Yj+m)'t 
2.11 3i(t) - Re ( ~e - e e e f/1:) d1: ds ) if Re('Yj+m) < o. 
pj 0 
Here aj , Pj are arbitrary constants, which are chosen to satisfy the initial 
conditions (t=O) and decay conditions (t ~oo). For j e J _ , choose aj = O and 
Pj = 00 , and for j e J+, choose pj = O and aj = < g,<j)j >. 
17 
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00 
To prove the estimates, we write i a/pi= L,. a/pi + L,. aj<j)j . 
J=1 jEJ jEJ 
- + 
If m > 0, then J_ is finite and J+ = { J, J+1, ... }; while if m < 0, then J+ = { j; Aj * O}. 
We will give the proof for the case m > O; form < 0, one uses both representations 
2.11 and 2.11-. Form < 0 however, Il+ is the identity on (ker L)_1_. 
Let < bj > E 12 with ll<b>ll 2 = 1.Wehave J I 
since 'YJ+1 > 0, ands< min { 't,t }, 
-yJ+ 1 t -q 
< e 11Il~gll 2 + C(T +t) II fll , 
L q 
t c( s-t) 
J e d < c' since s , for c > O. o (T +s)q (T +t)q 
~ -y J + 1 t J_ -q 
Thus LJ a/t)bi < e 11 I1Jg 11 2 + c (T +t) 11 f 11 jEJ L q 
+ 
18 
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Taking the supremum over <b> E 12 with II <b> II= 1, we conclude that 
-yJ+ 1 t -q 
11 <a.(t)> 11 2 < e 11 g 11 2 + C(T +t) 11 f 11 1 I L q 
For J_ we have 
00 00 
L la/tl < L( ff exp(Re( -r/ + (2Yj+m)s - (Yj+m),: )) li(i:)I di: ds)2 
JE J _ JE J _ t S 
00 00 
< C(cardinality of J _) L,( ff exp(Re( -r? + (2Yj+m)s - (Yj+m),: )) (T +1:fq II f I~ di: ds) 2 
J _ t s 
since J_ is finite, 
00 00 
<CL, (ff exp(Re( -y.t + (21;+m)s - (1;+m)'t )) (T +'tfq II f 11 d't ds ) 2 
J J J J q 
- t s 
< C (T + t) -q II f 11 , q 
00 c( s-t) 
. f e d < c' since s , for c < o. 
t (T +s)q (T +t)q 
Hence L, aj(t) ¢j(ro) converges in L 2(I) for all t , so is a solution. Uniqueness 
follows from the representation 2.11 for the difference of two solutions. 
Thus u = ~ a.(t) cp.(ro) is the required solution. L J J 
A,. i: 0 
J 
Q.E.D. 
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REMARK 2.12: Higher regularity of u follows from higher regularity 
assumptions for f and g. For p > 2, write 
11 f 11 = sup (T +t)q 11 f 11 
LP t>O Lp(Q ) 
q t,t+ 1 
If f E ~(Q; V) and g E v/·P("22 ; V), then 
11 u 11 .. 2 P < C( 11 f 11 P+ Tq 11 g 11 .. 2 P). w' (Q·V) L w' q ' q 
Also, for a E (0, 1 ), 
I u I < C ( I f I + Tq I g I ) . 
c:,a(Q) C~'a(Q) C2,a("22) 
Here we have used the following norm from Chapter 1 : 
lu I = sup (T +t) q ( lu(t)I + lu'(t)I + 
c:·a(Oa,b; V) a<t<b C2,a("22) C 1,a("22) 
+ lu"(t)I + [u"] ) . 
Co,a("22) a;L x (a,b)n(t,t+ 1) 
Solutions of l 1 u = f satisfy estimates with the second derivatives decaying at a 
rate (T +tr1 faster than first derivatives. However, we cannot prove such 
estimates for solutions of l 2u = f. 
Choose a basis for [Rlk of eigenvectors e1 , ... ,ek of M, and write 
k 
V = I. V . e . . 
. 1 J J J = 
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Then M can be represented by the diagonal matrix [ µ1, ... ,µk] , and 
l 3 v = f separates to give 
Writing v = vi, µ = µi, we obtain the homogeneous equation 
2.14 v" - mv' - µ (T +tr 1 v = 0 . 
REMARK 2.15 : If we make the substitution s = (T +tf 1 , then we get 
s4 v" + (2s3 - s2) v' - µs v = O . 
This second order linear O.D.E. has an isolated singularity at s = 0 (see, for 
example, [CL] Chapter 4) which, in the terminology of [CL, p.111] , is a singular 
point of the second kind. Hence the solution to 2.14 may not be representable as 
a convergent power series in (T +tf 1. However, there is a divergent power series 
which is an "asymptotic series" for the solution ( see [CL] 5.3, 5.4 ). Here, we 
use the special form of 2.14 and the fact that m;tQ to get a simpler proof than [CL, 
Theorem 5.4.1] of the following result. 
LEMMA 2.16. 
For any 8, O < 8 < 1 , there is constant TO >0 such that for T > T 0, there is 
a solution b(t), t e (O,oo) of 2.14 of the form 
2.1 7 b(t) = (T +tfµ/m ( 1 + w(t) ) , with I w(t) b 8 < 1. 
' 
PROOF : Substituting b(t) = (T +tfµJm ( 1 +w(t)) into 2.14, we obtain 
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w" - ( 2µ/m (T +tf 1 + m )w' + µ/m (µ/m + 1 )(T +tf2 (1 +w) = 0 . 
Recall, from Chapter 1, that 
I w I = sup [ (T +t)81w(t)I + (T +t)1+8( jw'(t)I + lw"(t)I ) ] 
2 ,8 t>O 
2 
and set B = { w ; w E C (O,oo) and lwl < oo }. 
o 2,8 
Define a mapping S : B0 ~ B0 by setting S.v to be the solution of the 
equation 
v" - mv' = 2µ/m(T +tf 1w' - µ/m(µ/m+ 1 )(T +tf2 (1 +w), 
V (0) = 0. 
Solutions of this equation can be represented as 
t 00 
v(t) = Je ms J e-m't ( 2µ (T +'tf 1w'('t) - .ll..(.ll..+ 1 )(T +'tf2 (1 +w('t)) ) d't ds 
m mm 
0 s 
form > 0 and a similar representation for m < 0. By direct computation using 
these representations, we deduce that, for m > 0, 
00 00 
I ms J -m't ( -(2+8) -2 ) I v(t) I < C e e (T +'t) I w I + (T +'t) d't ds , 2,8 
0 s 
00 
mt J -m't ( -(2+8) -2 ) I v' (t) I < C e e (T +'t) I w I + (T +'t) d't ds . 
2,8 
t 
I v"(t) I < C ( I v'(t) I + (T +tf(2+o) I w 12 0 + (T +tf2 ) . 
' 
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Note that the first derivative of v decays more quickly than v, but that the second 
derivative does not decay more quickly than the first. This is why we need the 
special norm lwb 8 defined in Chapter 1. , 
From these estimates, and similar estimates form < 0, we deduce that 
I Sw 12 ,8 < C T- (1-8) ( 1 + T- 8 I w b,8 ) , 
I Sw1 - Sw2 12,8 < C T-1 I w1 - w2 b,8 . 
Choose TO> 0 so that T >TO implies S is a contraction on {w ; lwb,8 < 1 }. 
Then, by the contraction mapping principle, S has a unique fixed point, say w(t), 
with w(O) = 0 and lw(t)1 2,8 < oo. Hence, b(t) = (T +trµ/m (1 +w(t)) is the solution 
of 2.14 which satisfies the required estimate 2.17, provided TO is sufficiently large. 
Q.E.D. 
The solution b(t) of 2.16 will be used to construct solutions of the 
inhomogeneous equation l 2u = f. As with solutions of l 1 u = f, decay 
estimates for solutions of l 2u = f depend on the growth of f, and affect the 
initial conditions which can be imposed on u. 
For o > O, oe { µj / m }, write J8 = { j : µj / m > o} , and let P8 : fiik ~ fiik be 
the projection a~ L, a. e. , 
. J J 
JEJD 
that is, the projection into the span of eigenvectors of M whose eigenvalues are 
greater than mo if m > O, and less than mo if m < o. 
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THEOREM 2.18. 
There is a constant TO > O such that if T > TO , lf'1 +<> < 00 , 
and O < 8 with 8e { µj / m }, then for any ge fRik, there is a unique solution of 
l 2u = f on (O,oo) with lu1 2,8 < oo and P8u(O) = P8g. 
PROOF : We will use the solutions bi(t) from 2.16, corresponding to the basis 
{ ei} of fRik. Write B(t) for the diagonal matrix [ bi(t) ]. 
Put u(t) = B(t).w(t) = I, b/t) w/t) ej , sow satisfies 
-1 mt d -mt 2 
B e dt ( e B w' (t) ) = f 
whence, for m > 0, we have the representation 
ms -2 -mt J
C· oo 
w(t) = ~ (w( ( e B(s) f B('t)e f ('t) d't ds ) ) ej 
J t s 
while form < 0, we have 
c. 
J s 
w(t) = L, (wj + ( f e msB(s/ f B('t) e-m't f('t) d't ds ~) ei , 
J t 0 
with Wj , cj constants to be chosen. Henceforth, we assume that m > O; the 
argument form < O is similar but uses the appropriate representation for w(t). 
We have the following representation for u(t) : 
c . 
J 00 
u(t) = L b/t) ( ~ -(f e msB(s/ f B('t) e-m't f('t) d't ds) j) ej . 
J t s 
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If µj / m < o , then the requirement that solutions decay at rate (T +t(8 
implies that the initial conditions cannot be prescribed, so set Wj = O and cj = oo. 
However, if µj / m > o, then put Wj = Pjg / b/0) = < g,ej > / b/0) and cj=O. 
-µ./m 
From 2.17, b(t) = (T +t) J (1 + w(t)), with I w(t) I < 1, so there is a> Osuch that 
2,8 
1 µ./m (1+µfm) (1+µ./m) 
a- < I b/t) I (T +t) J < a , I 9' (t) I (T +t) < a , and I b/'(t) I (T +t) J < a , 
for T sufficiently large. 
Suppose µj / m < o. Then, for T sufficiently large, 
-~ 00 lJ 00 _.:) 
m J ms -2 m J m -m't -(1+8) lu/t)l<a(T+t) e a (T+s) a(T+'t) e (T+'t) lfjl 1+8 d'tds 
t s 
< C If I (T + t f 8 J 1+8 · 
Estimates for derivatives of u/t) are obtained by differentiating the integral 
representation and using the estimate 2.17 to give 
µ. µ. 
00 2-1 00 _ _J 
I u.' (t) I < I bl.' (t) I J ems a-2 (T +s) m J a(T +'t) me -m't (T +'tr(1 +8)1f.l d't ds 
J J1+8 
t s 
µ. µ. 
2-J 00 _ _j 
mt -2 mJ m -m't -(1+8) 
+ I b.(t) I e a (T +t) a(T +'t) e (T +'t) If. I d't 
J J 1+8 
t 
< C If.I (T +tf (~ +8) 
J 1 +8 
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By differentiating again, and using 2.17, we obtain 
Similar estimates hold if µj / m > 8, except that initial conditions can be 
imposed. For example, 
I u.(t) I < I b/t) I I g. I 
J I b.(O) I J 
J 
µj t µj 00 µj 
-- 2- --
m J ms -2 m J m -m't -(1+8) 
+ a(T+t) e a (T+s) a(T+-c) e (T+-c) lfjl 1+8d1c 
0 s 
-µ. 
J 
~( l9jl 
< C (T +t) I b.(O) I 
J 
t µj 
-- (1+8) 
+ If. I J (T +s) m ds ) 
J 1+8 
0 
-µ. µ. 
--1. --1. 
( m m -8 ) < C (T +t) T 19·1 + (T +t) If.I . 
J J 1 +8 
By combining these inequalities, we obtain the required estimate 
Q.E.D. 
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Solutions of nonlinear equations. 
In this chapter we prove the existence of solutions of nonlinear equations 
3.1 Mu - 0, 
satisfying the conditions of Chapter 1. 
The technique used is to linearise the equation at some point, and to use 
the estimates for linear equations described in the previous chapter to define 
contraction mappings in suitable spaces. The particular linearisation and spaces 
which are used depend on the type of solution sought. 
We first state a result due to [CHS, Theorem 2.1], which shows the 
existence of solutions which decay exponentially as t ~ oo. Here equation 3.1 
is linearised at 0, giving the operator l 1 of 2.1 . 
3.2 l 1 u = u" - mu' + Lu = fRi (u) , 
with 
fRi( u) 
CO,a (Q ) 
t,t+ 1 
<CI u r 
c2,a(Q ) 
t ,t+ 1 
Suppose q is as in 2.7, that is, q > y1-, q e { Re Yt; j > 1}, and either J = O 
and q < Re y1, or J > 1 and Re YJ < q < Re YJ+ 1 , where {Yj } are the characteristic 
exponents of l 1. 
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THEOREM 3.3 . 
There is a constant Eo >0 such that for E < Eo , and g E L 2 ( ~ ; V ) with 
there is a unique solution u of 3.2 on Q+ with 
I u I <CI g I 
c2,a(Q) CO,a(:E) 
"' 
rrfu = Ilj-g on :E' 
- y) 
I u - L, < g , <P. > ~. e 1 I 2 < 00 , where Z = { j ; Re 1 = Re y~+ 1 } , z J J C ,a(Q) 1 
'V' 
and 
q't 
'l''(t) = e for q' < min ( 2Re 'YJ+1 , min { Re 11 ; Re~> Re YJ+1 }) 
REMARK 3.4 : This result shows that if a solution decays exponentially as 
t ~ 00 , then it must decay at a rate prescribed by the eigenvalues of L. We shall 
not need this result here, but contrast it with the case when 'l/(t) = (T +t)q, for q>O, 
T>O fixed constants. 
PROOF OF 3.3 : This is essentially Theorem 2.1 of [CHS], but a slightly 
different proof is needed to get the precise decay estimate. We use a contraction 
mapping to obtain a function CJ with II CJ ll'V, < oo and such that the solution of 
equation 3.2 has the form : 
+ 
-yt L < g , <)>. > <I>· e J + a 
J J J 
Q.E.D. 
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The existence of solutions to 3.1 which are independent oft is also well 
known. Again equation 3.1 is linearised at 0, but for solutions independent oft 
this gives 
where [P(r,(u) is the "non-linear" part of ML ( = l L - ML) . 
The inverse function theorem can be used to give information about solutions of 
this equation, as the following theorem shows. 
THEOREM 3.6 . 
In a C2 ,a neighbourhood of O in L 2 ( I ; V) , the set of solutions of 
MI.u = O is an analytic subvariety of a finite dimensional real analytic manifold. 
PROOF : Write 1K = ker l I. in L 2( I ; V ). Since l I. is elliptic , 1K has finite 
dimension , say k, and so it can be identified with [Rlk after choice of basis. Recall 
that ITT: L 2( I ; V ) ~ L 2( I ; V ) is the orthogonal projection onto IK. 
Define F: C2 ,a( I; V) ~ L2( I; V) by F(u) = ITT u + Il_1_M2, u. 
Then Fis differentiable at O and DF(O).h = IITh + II_1_ l 2, h .Thus 
ker DF(O) = {O}, so by the inverse function theorem in Banach spaces (see, for 
example, [N, 2.7]), there is a unique function G , 
G : (neighbourhood U of o in co,a) ~ (neighbourhood V of o in C2,a) , 
such that 
FG (u) = u for u E U 
GF (u) = u for u E V. 
For v E ker l I., write H(v) = II_1_G(v). 
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Since v=FG(v)=IJTG(v) + I1_1_MI,(G(v)), IJTG(v)=v, so G(v)=v+H(v) , and 
Thus, if VE lK , then v+H(v) is a solution of MI,(v+H(v)) = O if and only if 
3.8 IJTMr,(v+ H(v)) = 0. 
This consists of a finite number of equations in lK , and any solution of 3.8 
generates a solution of MI,u = 0. 
Conversely, if u satisfies MI,u = O, then, since IJTG(v) = v for VE lK, 
u = GF(u) = G(IJT u) = IJT u+H(IJT u) . 
Thus all solutions of 3.5 in a c2,a neighbourhood of O in L 2(I;V) are 
given by { v+H(v) ; v satisfies 3.8 }. Recall that [FI, is analytic, since F(co,z,p,O) is 
analytic in z and p. Hence H is analytic, so { v ; IITMr,(v+H(v)=O and lvl < p} 
is analytic, and the set of solutions near O is a finite dimensional analytic 
subvariety of the finite dimensional real analytic manifold {v+H(v);vE lK and lvl<p}. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.9. 
In a neighbourhood of O in lK, the analytic subvariety defined by 3.8 is 
actually the set of stationary points of the analytic function f, where 
f(v) = f I,(v+H(v)) , v E neighbourhood of O in lK; in fact, 
3.10 < Vf(v) , s > = < ITTMI, (v+H(v)) , s > 
which vanishes precisely when MI, (v+H(v)) =Oby 3.7. 
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PROOF : Recall that MI. (u) = -VFI.(u), in the sense of Frechet derivatives, so 
2 for SEC ('L;V). 
If s E IK, then 
d 
-d [F (v+ss+H(v+ss)) I O = < M (v+H(v)), s+DH(v) (s) > s L S= L 
= < M (v+H(v)) , s >+<WM (v+H(v)) , DH(v) (s) > 
'L 'L 
since H : 1K ~ [K.l , 
since IT.lMI,(v+H(v))=O from the definition of H. 
Thus the set of solutions of 3.8 is the set of stationary points of the analytic 
function [FI,(v+H(v)) defined on IK. 
Q.E.D. 
Recall from Chapter 1 that elements of ker l I. are called Jacobi fields 
on I,. A Jacobi field vis said to be integrable if there exists a one parameter 
family us , usE C2('L;V) for SE (0, 1 ), satisfying MI,(us) = O and 
us 1 
Ii m - = v , in the C ( 'L; V) norm. 
s!o s 
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LEMMA 3.11 . 
All Jacobi fields on I are integrable if and only if f = constant, where f is 
as in 3.10. 
PROOF : If f = constant , then for any Jacobi field v, u = v+H(v) is a solution of 
MI.(u) = 0, so us= sv+H(sv) is a one parameter family of solutions. By direct 
calculation, we can readily show that 
d 
ds H(sv) ls=O 
u 
- 0 , so that lim ~ = v . 
slo s 
Conversely, suppose all Jacobi fields on I are integrable. If f is not 
identically constant, then f can be expanded in a power series near 0, say 
f = f (o) + It. , 
. J j;?:p 
where fj is homogeneous of degree j, f P is not identically zero in IK, and p>2. 
Hence there is some Q e 1K with 
and a one parameter family us with 
u 
I. s ,. 1m - = u, 
slo S 
and M (u ) - 0. 
L, s 
In particular, by 3.10, Vf (ITT us) = O , so dividing by sP-1 and letting s.!.O 
gives Vfp(Q) = 0 , which is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
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The main result of this chapter is that if there exist Jacobi fields on 
I, which are not integrable, (that is, f not identically constant), then there are 
solutions of 3.1 which decay at a rate which is only a power oft. 
THEOREM 3.12. 
Let f be as in 3.11, with p > 3 and f P not identically constant. Suppose 
OE sk-1 satisfies 
k-1 
3.13 vs fp(Q) - 0, 
f p(Q) 
-- > 0, 
m 
and u - ( 1' p(p-2) 
1 
m ) (p-2) A 
fp(Q) u 
Choose 8 with 1 /(p-2) < 8 < 2/(p-2) and 8 e { µ/m ; µj eigenvalue of Hess f p(u) 
for 1 <j<k }. 
There is£> O and T0 > 1 such that if T > T0 and I g I < eT-(
1
+
8), 
C2,a(I,; V) 
then there is a solution <p E c~/(p-2)( (O,oo); ~k) of 
3.14 <f>" - m<p' - Vf(<p) - 0 , 
with I <f> - (T +tf 11(P-2)u 12,8 < Ce, and P0(<f>(O)) = P0(g) . 
Also, there is a solution u E C ~;~p-2/0 + ; V) of !Mu = O , with lu - <1>k.6 < C(e). 
Here I w 1:.6 = I w T 12,6 + I wJ_ I c2·a 
1+8 
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Also, u satisfies the boundary condition lP0u(O) = lP0g on Q+ , where lP0 is the 
orthogonal projection onto the complement of the finite dimensional subspace of 
L 2 (:E ; V) spanned by { <l>j ; Aj > O } u { ej ; µ/m < 8 }. 
PROOF : The method of proof is to linearise 3.1 at suitable functions oft, and to 
use the estimates for linear equations from Chapter 2 to define contraction 
mappings. From now on, 
I u I , I u I 2 , I u I will denote I u I , I u I 2 , I u I C O,a C c2,a C O,a(Q ) C ( Q ) c2,a(Q ) 
t,t+ 1 t,t+ 1 t,t+ 1 
respectively. Also, I <I> I 2 = I <I> I C C2((t,t+1)) 
First we compute the linearisation of 3.1. As in 1.21, write Mu=O as 
3.15 u"(t) - u'(t) + Mr.(u(t)) = a1 Du'(t) + a2u'(t) , 
so that the right hand side of 3.15 contains all the nonlinear terms in which a time 
derivative appears. 
We will linearise equation 3.15 about <I>(t) = <)>(t)+H(<)>(t)), where 
<)>(t)E C2,a( (O,oo) ; lK) will be chosen later to satisfy 3.14. Write <l>=<J>+H(<)>), and 
U = <)>+wT+H(<j>+wT)+wJ_, where WEC2,a(ot,t+1) and wT=rrTw, WJ_=Il.lw. Write 
H(<)>+w T) = H(<)>)+H1 (<)>,w T), where 
1 T T I H (q>,W ) I 2 < C(I q> I 2) I W I 2 , C ,a C C'a 
and I1T(H1 (<)>,w T))=O. Thus U=<l>+w+H1 (<)>,w T). Substitute these into 3.12 to get 
3.16 ( <)>+w T +H(<)>+w T)+w.l )" - m( <)>+w T + H(<)>+w T)+w_1_ )' + M1:(<1>+w T +H(<)>+w T)+w_1_) 
1 2 1 2 ( )d 1 T 
- (a1 (<!>)+a1 (<)>,w))<I>" + (ai<!>)+a2(<)>,w))<I>' + a1 D + a2 dt (w+H (<)>,w )) 
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1 2 
where I a. I < C l<l>I and I al. I < C (l<!>I 2 + lwl 2 ) J CO,a c2,a CO,a C ,a C ,a 
for j = 1,2 , and provided l<!>I , lwl , lw1 I , lw2 1 < 1. c2,a c2,a c2,a c2,a 
Rewrite the right hand side of 3.14 as b1 (<j>)(<I>')+b2 (<J>,w)(w'), 
where I b1(<!>) I <CI <I> I and I b2(<J>,w) I <C ( I <I> I + I w I ) CO,a c2,a CO,a c2,a c2,a 
provided l<!>I , lwl , lw1 I , jw21 < 1. c2,a c2,a c2,a c2,a 
Different estimates are required for the normal and tangential parts of 3.15. 
The projection into !K_1_ is 
Now, linearising at w_1_ = O gives 
I1_1_ML(<J>+w T +H(<j)+w T)+w_1_) = I1_1_ML(<J>+w T +H(<j)+w T)) + l Lw_1_ + R0(<j>,w)(w_1_) 
= l Lw_1_ + R0 (<j>,w)(w_1_) , 
since I1_1_ML(<J>+w T +H(<j)+w T)) = O by 3. 7 . 
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provided l<l>I , lwl , lw1 I , lw2 1 < 1. c2,a c2,a c2,a c2,a 
We thus get an equation of the following form for w1-: 
3.18' I f-(<)>,w) I O < c ( I <t> I 2 + I w I 2 ) ( I <t>' I 1 + I w' I 1 + I w1-1 2 ) C ,a C ,a C ,a C ,a C ,a C ,a 
provided l<l>I , lwl , lw1 I , jw2 1 < 1. c2,a c2,a c2,a c2,a 
The projection into 1K is 
T T T T T ..L T 
3. 19 (¢+w )" - m(¢+w )' + I1 ML (¢+w +H(<)>+w )+w ) = I1 ( b1 (<!>)(<I>')+b2(<)>,w)(w') ) . 
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However, 
where I L2 (<1>,w)(w.1) I < C ( I <I> I + I w I ) I w1-1 2 CO,a c2,a c2,a C ,a 
provided l<l>I , lwl , lw1 I , lw21 < 1 . c2,a c2,a c2,a c2,a 
Write IITMI,(z+H(z)) = -Vf(z) as in 3.1 O. The estimates in 1K are more 
delicate, and we have to linearise Vf at <I> rather than at 0, giving 
provided l<l>I , lwl , lw1 I , lw21 < 1. c2,a c2,a c2,a c2,a 
We require that <I>: (O,oo) ~ 1K is a solution of 
3.14 <!>" - mcp' - Vf(<I>) = 0 , 
with I <p(t) - (T +tf 11(P-2)u 12,8 < Ce. 
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The existence of such solutions is discussed later (see Lemma 3.26). 
We then have the following equation for w T: 
3.20 w Tu - mw T• + Hess f(<p) w T = fT , 
where fT(cp,w) = ITT( b1(cp)(<D')+b2 (cp,w)(w') )- L2 (cp,w)(w1-) + RT(<j>,w) , so 
3.20' I {( <f>,w) I < c ( (l<t>I + lwl ) (l<t>' I + lw' I + lwj_l ) 
C2,a C2,a C2,a C 1,a C 1,a C2,a 
provided l<t>I , lwl , jw1 I , jw21 < 1. c2,a c2,a c2,a c2,a 
Define Sv, for v with jv(2,8 < oo, to be w1-+w T, where these are solutions of 
3.18, 3.20 with inhomogeneous terms f1-(cp,v), fT(cp,v) satisfying 3.18', 3.20' 
respectively, and with boundary conditions !Pu(O) = !Pg. 
REMARK 3.21 : We need jv1-1 2,1+8 < oo since this term appears in fTalong with 
derivatives of <p, v T and we need lfTh+8 < oo. By the estimates of 2.12, w 1- has the 
same decay as f1-, that is, (T +tf(1 +21(P-2)), so this estimate for v1- is preserved 
under the mapping S. 
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* Si nee 1<!>1 2, 1 /(p-2) < oo and !vi 2,8 < oo , 
3.22 lf..L(cp,v)I < C ((T +t)-(1+2/(p-2)) 1<!>12 1/(p-2) + (T +t)-(
1+8+1/(p-2))1vl·
2 
~) , 
CO,a , ,u 
lfT(<p,v)I < C ( (T +tf(1+2/(p-2)) 1<1>12 1/(p-2) + (T +t)(1+28-1/(p-2)) 1v12· 8 ) , 
CO,a , , 
..L ..L -( 1 +8+ 1 /(p-2)) * If (cp,v1) - f (cp,v2)1 < C (T +t) lv1 - v21 ~, CO,a 2,u 
T T -(1+28-1/(p-2)) * 
If (cp,v1) - f (cp,v2)1 < C (T +t) lv1 - v21 ~ , CO,a 2,u 
provided that 1<!>1 2,11(p-2) , lvl*2,8 < 1, so that, for example, 1<!>1P-3 jw Tl2 can be 
bounded by C(T +tf(1+28-1/(p-2))jv( 2,8. 
We can use the estimates of 2.12 and 2.18 since 8 e { µj / m ; µj an 
eigenvalue of Hess fp(u) }. Hence 
lw Til < C ( T°IP I + T(8-2/(p-2))1tt-.l + T-(8-1/(p-2))1vl· ) 2,8 8 Q 't' 2, 1 /(p-2) 2,8 ' 
..L __ __1_ -1 /(p-2) * 
lw1 - w2I <CT lv1 - v2I , 
c2,a 2,8 
1+8 
I T _ Tl < C T-(8-1/(p-2)) I _ ,· w1 w2 - v1 v2 , 2,8 2,8 
provided that 1<!>1 2, 1 /(p-2) , lvl* 2,8 < 1 . 
Choose E > O and TO> 1 so that, for T >TO and lg12,a < eT-(1+8), S maps the 
* ball of radius 1 in { w ; lwl 2 8 < oo} into itself and S is a contraction. , 
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The unique fixed point of S is the solution of M u = O satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 3.12. 
Q.E.D. 
REMARK 3.24 : We have finally to prove that there are solutions <!>(t) of 
3.14 <!>" - m<\)' - Vf(<j>) = 0. 
Solutions of this equation seem to generate solutions of 
3.1 Mu= 0, 
although we can only prove this for solutions of the form 
u(t) = (T +tf 11(P-2) u + w(t) , with lwi* 2 0 < 00 • , 
Also, this is the only case in which we can prove existence of solutions to 3.14. 
However, it seems likely that there are other solutions of 3.1 and 3.14 (see 
Problem 5.4). 
REMARK 3.25 : Equation 3.14 can be viewed as a special case of 3.1 in which 
:r, is a single point. It is important to understand this special case. Also, the 
conditions 3.13 for existence of a solution have a geometric interpretation in this 
case (see Lemma 5.6). For these reasons, and on the basis of Remark 3.24, we 
consider the existence of solutions to 3.14 separately, in Lemma 3.26. Additional 
properties are discussed in Problems 5.1 - 5.4 . 
LEMMA 3.26. 
3.13 
Suppose 
k-1 
v8 fp(Q) 
CJ e sk-1 satisfies 3.13, 
- 0 , 
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1 
-
and u ( 1 
- p(p-2) 
m ) (p-2) " 
fp(Q) u 
Choose 8 with 1 /(p-2) < 8 < 2/(p-2) and 8 e { µ/m ; µj eigenvalue of Hess fp(u) 
for 1 <j<k }. 
-0 There is E > O and TO > 1 such that if T > TO and I g I < ET , 
C2'a(:r,; V) 
then there is a solution <!> E C ~/(p-2) ( (O,oo) ; ~k) of 
3. 14 <!>" - m<)>' - Vf( <!>) = O , with 
3.27 I <!> - (T +tf 11(P-2)u 12,8 < Ce, and P0(<!>(0)) = P8(g) . 
REMARK 3.28 : This condition for the Jacobi field Q involves the sign of the 
analytic function f P/m at a stationary point. If the sign condition is not satisfied , 
then we can replace t by -t to get 
3.29 <!>" + m<)>' - Vf(<!>) = 0 
which is 3.14 with m replaced by -m , so that the sign condition is satisfied. We 
can thus in this case solve the original problem on Q_ = (-oo,O) x L rather than 
Q+ = (0,00 ) x L . However, in some cases (in particular if p is odd), we can find 
solutions to 3.24 on both Q_ and Q+ . 
Corollary 3.30. 
If p is even, then f P has either a positive maximum or negative minimum, 
and so either fp(O)/m > O or fp(O)/(-m) > 0, giving a solution on either Q+ or Q_. 
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If p is odd, then f P has both a positive maximum and a negative minimum 
on sk-1 and so both fp(Q)/m > O and fp(-Q)/(-m) > O , giving solutions on both Q+ 
and Q_. 
Example 3.31 : Let f: fRl ~ fRl be defined by 
1 4 1 6 
f(x) = - S X + S X . 
F T O (T )-1/2. I . f 11 , df ( ) 11 , 1 3 3 5 ( O ) or > , -t ,s a so ut,on o x - x dx x = x - x +2x - 4x on -00 , • 
However, our method does not give solutions on ( O,oo ). 
PROOF OF 3.26 : Suppose Q is a stationary point of f P restricted to sk-1 
with fp(Q) / m > 0, and put 
( 1 m 1/(p-2) u - p(p-2) f (0) ) LI . 
p 
Write q = p-2, so q >1 by 3.11. 
We will find a function w with lwb,cS < oo so that the solution of 3.14 has the 
form 
3.32 cp(t) - (T +tf 11q u + w(t) , 
whence <()'(t) = -1/q (T +t) - (1 + 1/q) u + w', 
and <() 11 (t) - 1/q (1 + 1/q) (T +t) - (2 + 1/q) u + w 11 • 
Substitute these into 3.14 to get 
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3.33 1 /q (1 + 1 /q) (T +t) - (2+ 1/q)u + w" + m/q (T +t) - (1 + 1/q)u - mw' - Vf( (T +tf 1 lqu+w). 
Linearise about (T +t) - 1 /q u to get 
3.34 w" - mw' - Hess f ((T +t) - 1/q u) w = 
1/q (1+1/q) (T+t)-(2+1/q)u + m/q (T+t)-(1+1/q) u - Vf ((T+t)- 1/q u) + R1(t,w). 
I R1 (t,w) I< C ( (T +t) - (1-11q) I wj 2 + I w jP-1 ) , and 
Note that 
Hessf ((T+t)-11qu) = I, (T+t)-(j-2)/q Hessf.(u) 
j ~ p J 
-1 -(1+1/q) 
= (T +t) Hess f P(u) + O((T +t) ) . 
Also, 
Vf ((T +t)-11qu) = I, (T +tf (j-1)/q Vf. (u) 
j ~ p J 
= (T +t)- (1+1/q) Vf P (u) + O((T +t)- (1+2/q) . 
Hence we can rewrite 3.34 as 
3.35 w" - mw' - (T+tf1Hess fp(u)w = (T+tf (1+1/q)( m/q u-Vfp(u)) + R1(t,w) + R2 (t ,w), 
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I R2(t,w) I< C ( (T +t) - (1+2/q) + (T +t) - (1+1/q) I w I ), and 
We are seeking a solution of the form 
3.32 cp(t) - (T +tf 11q u + w(t) , 
where I w(t) 12,8 < oo. We would like to apply the linear estimates for systems of 
ordinary differential equations from Theorem 2.18 to obtain a contraction 
mapping in a neighbourhood of O in { w ; lwl2,8 < oo }. For this, we need that 
3.36 the right hand side of 3.35 has finite (1 + 8) norm. 
This is satisfied if and only if 
3.37 - mu + q Vf p(u) = 0. 
However, by using the homogeneity of f P and taking the inner product with 0, 
and with tangents to sk-1, we see that 3.37 is equivalent to 3.38 and 3.39 : 
m -q 
3.38 q I u I = pf P(O) , 
k-1 
3.39 \7S fp(O) - 0 . 
Notice that 3.38 means that u = (1 /p(p-2) m / fp(O) ) 1/(P-2) 0 and 3.39 
means that O is a stationary point off P restricted to the sphere. There is thus a 
point u as in 3.37 if and only if there exists a stationary point O off Pon the sphere 
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where f p(Q)/m > 0. If pis odd, then we automatically get suitable CJ by taking the 
point LIE sk-1 where f P restricted to sk-1 is maximum. 
Define Sw for w with lw1 2,8 < 00 to be the solution of 
3.40 v" - mv' - (T +tf 1 Hess f p(u)v = R1 (t,w) + R2(t,w) , 
with initial values P8v(O) = P8g, as in Theorem 2.18. 
From the estimates of 2.18 we have 
Hence 
Choose e > 0 and TO> 1 so that, for T >TO and I g I < eT-8, S is a 
contraction in the set {w; I w 12 8 < 1 }. Hence S has a unique fixed point, say w(t), I 
and <j)(t) = (T +tf 11(P-2) u + w(t) is the required solution of 3.24. 
Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.41: If f P restricted to sk-1 has a maximum or minimum at Q, then at 
least one of the µ/m > 1 /(p-2). Hence there is a one parameter family <p8 of 
solutions of 3.14 satisfying 3.27 and Pb<!>5 (0) = sPbg for gE [Rik, where the notation 
is as in 2. 1 8. 
To see this, note that at any points in sk-1, we can choose coordinates 
~1, ... , ~k-1 for sk-1 and radial coordinate ~k = r. If f P has an extremum at s, then 
af P . 
- = O for J = 1, ... , k-1 . 
a~. 
J 
Since f Pis homogeneous, 
Hence [ Hess fp (s) ] ik = 0 unless i = k, and 
a2f 
[ Hess fp] kk =-f- = p(p-1) f (s). 
ar p 
Then 
- I u I p-2 [Hess f P(Q)] kk 
- p(;-2) f To) p(p-1) fp(Q) 
p 
- m (1 + 1/(p-2)). 
3.42 µk = m (1 + 1 /(p-2)) . 
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Hence, µk / m = 1 + 1/(p-2). However, we cannot say anything about the other 
eigenvalues. 
REMARK 3.43 : The existence proofs in this chapter do not really require that 
F(m,z,p,O) be real analytic in (z,p). It would suffice that 
where f Pis homogeneous of degree p , f P not identically 0, p > 2 , and 
that is, that IFI,(sv+H(sv)) does not vanish to infinite order in s for some ve ker l ii. 
Remark 3.45 : I cannot show that if f is analytic, then all non exponential 
solutions must converge at some power rate (see Problem 4, Chapter 5) . 
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Non integrable Jacobi fields. 
In Chapter 3, we proved that if not all of the Jacobi fields on Lare 
integrable, then there are solutions of 3.1 which decay at only power rates. In 
this chapter, we show that there are examples of minimal surfaces and harmonic 
maps where not all the Jacobi fields are integrable. These provide examples of 
minimal surfaces and harmonic maps which converge at a rate given by some 
specific power of I (log lxl) 1-1 as IXl-tO , since t = log 1x1-1 for the applications to 
minimal surfaces and harmonic maps in [SL]. Gulliver and White [GW] also have 
an example of such an harmonic map with slow decay, but not a general method 
for constructing examples. 
From Lemma 3.11, all Jacobi fields on Lare integrable if and only if 
f = constant, where f(v) = f I.(v+H(v )) , for ve IK, as in 3.10. We will compute 
the third variation of f I. , 
as
3 
f (s.v+H(s.v))l5 _ 0 , as1as2as3 Li -
3 
wheres= ( s1, s2 , s3 ) and s.v = I, si vi 
i=1 
All our examples below will have the property that this third variation is 
non zero. In this case, by 3.30, there are solutions on both (-oo,O) and (O,oo) . Also , 
we do not have to calculate H : ker l I. -t (ker l I.)J_, since 
a3 
a a f (s.v+H(s.v)). 
s 1 s2 S3 Li 
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We prove this by direct computation, using 1.5: 
a 
- f (s.v+H(s.v)) I _0 = - <M (s.v+H(s.v)), v1+DH(s.v).v 1 > I _0 :i L 5 1- L S1-uS1 
= - < M (s.v+H(s.v)), v1 > I _0 , L 5 1-
since H : ker l r, ~ (ker l 2:).l, and rr.1 Mr,(z+H(z)) = 0. 
where DMr,(z) is the linearisation at z of Mr,. 
Minimal Surfaces. 
since H(O) = 0 , DH(O) = 0 , 
= - < D2ML(O)(v2,v3) , v1 > 
since< l L(z) , v1 > = < z , l Lv1 > = 0, 
3 
- a f (s v) I , as required. 
as1as2as3 L . S=O 
First we compute the area functional for a submanifold of the sphere 
sN-1 c [RlN , following the computation in [SL, Appendix to Part 1 ]. Let I, be a 
smooth compact (n-1 )-dimensional minimal submanifold of the sphere sN-1, that 
is, I, has zero mean curvature in sN-1. Let V = { V ro }coe I, be the normal 
bundle over I, relative to sN-1 , where for co e I,, V ro is the N-n dimensional 
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subspace normal to I, and tangent to sN-1 at ro. Since we are studying surfaces 
which can be written as graphs over I, , we consider the map G, 
G : ro ~ (1 +lgl2t 112 (ro+g(ro)) , where ge C2 (I,;V).The image of G is a subset 
of sN-1 , but we can view G as a map from I, to [RN . 
We compute the linear map dGro : T CDI, ~ [RN as 
where p A(ro,g) = p - (1 +lgl2t 1 < p , g > (ro+g) for pe V CD .Here D'tg denotes 
the directional derivative in [RN , so that 
D g - VV g + (D g) T 
't 't 't 
where vv is the connection in V given by vv 't Y = (D't Y)_1_ for any Ye (T CDI,)_1_ = V CD, 
and xT is the orthogonal projection of X onto T CDI, . 
From the definition of the second fundamental form BCD for I, at ro, 
n-1 
( D g) T = - "'°' g . B ( 't. , 't ) 't. , ~ I I 
't J=1 0) 
where 't1 , ... , 'tn_1 is an orthonormal basis for T CDI,. We can write 
(D'tg)T = - g.BCD('t) , with BCD viewed as a linear transformation from 
T CDI, ~ Hom ( T CDI,, (T CDI,)_1_ ). Hence 
so the area functional for G(I,) 1s 
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n-1 J 2 -(n-1)/2 n-1 
H (G(L)) = (1 +lgl ) I ( 1 + (Vv g)A(co,g) -g.B )# v(co) I d H 
L, 
where v(ro) = 't1 /\ ... /\ 'tn_1 . 
Hence 
n-1 J 2 -(n-1)/2 n-1 ) n-1 
4.1 H (G(L)) = (1 +lgl ) Ii~ ('ti+ (V~_g)A(co,g) - g.B co ('ti) I dH 
L, I 
where 
Thus 
N 
= J (1 +lgl\(n-1)12 det [b/ 12 dH"-1, 
L, 
b.. = L, a.
1
a.. , and 
lj l=1 I JI 
I V 2 -1 ( V ) ( ) 
= 'ti+ (V g).e 1 - (g.B ('ti)).e 1 - (1 +lg! ) g.(V g) g.e 1 + ro1 't, (1) 't. 
I I 
~ V 4 b.1J. = 8 .. - ['t .. (g.B ('t.)) + 't . . (g.B ('t.))] + (vg).(V g) + (g.B ('t.)) .(g.B ('t.)) + 0(191 ) lj j (1) I I (1) j 't. 't. (1) I (1) j 
I j 
We have to compute the expansion for det [ bij] near 191 = 0. Suppose 
aij(t) is a symmetric m x m matrix which is a function oft. Write Aij for the (i,j)th 
cofactor of A, and a= det [aij]. From the relations 
da n 
dt = .r aij' Aii ' 
l,j = 1 
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a A .. ' - a' A .. - A-k ak1' A1· I J I J I J ' 
we conclude, for a i= 0, that 
" "A -1( ')2 -1( 'A)( 'A) d a = aij ij + a a - a aij jk ail lk , an 
In particular, if [ai/t)] = I + tP + t20 + O(t4), then Aij(0)=8ij, so that 
det[ai/t)] 
= 1 +trP t+ (trO+(trP)2-trP2)t2/2+( 6trPtr0-6tr(PQ)-3trPtrP2+(trP)3+2trP3)t3/6+0(t4) . 
Hence, 
4.2 det[biJ.] = 1+1Vvgj2 -lg.B j2 -2<g,B ('t.,'t.)>v'g . Vvg + 
(1) (1) I J 't. 't, 
I J 
2 4 
+ -3< g 'B ('t.,'t.) > < g ' B ('t.,'tk) > < g 'B ('t.,'tk) > + 0(191 ) (1) IJ (l)J (1) I 
because H = tr Bco = 0 , since I is minimal. 
Substitute this expansion for det [ bij] into 4.1 to deduce 
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Remark 4.4 : It follows from this expression that the linearisation l I. of the 
operator MI. discussed in Chapter 1 has the form 1.15 ( see [SL, Part 1 ]). 
The terms of O (lgl4) are not important, since we are only computing the 
third variation of J-fl-1 (G5 (I)) , where G5 respresents the graph of 
s.v = S1 V1 + S2V2 + S3V3 , with vi E ker l L,, i = 1 ,2,3. 
The third variation is 
We now give an example which shows that this expression may be non 
zero. The following example of products of spheres was investigated in [AA]. The 
eigenvalues and eigenspaces of l I. in C2( I ; V) were analysed, and the 
Jacobi fields ( in ker l I.) were identified. It was shown that all Jacobi fields arise 
from rotations of I for the product of 2 spheres ; but there are other Jacobi fields 
for the product of 3 or more spheres. Using the properties of Jacobi fields given in 
[AA], we show that there are some Jacobi fields which are not integrable. A 
similar computation was made by [PL]. 
Example 4.6 : 
m 
x S n be a product of n spheres. 
rn 
n 2 n 
We require that .I, ri = 1 , and put m = .I mi , 
1=1 1=1 
so that Im c sm+n-1 c ~m+n. We also require that I be minimal, so that 
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{ } be an orthonormal basis for 111 ' · · · ' 1 1 m1; 
121 ' · · · ; 1n1 ' · · · ' 1nmn 
m. 
- <£ TS I 
i = 1 
so that { -cia ; 1 < a < mi } restricts to an orthonormal basis for TSi . 
The normal space to I is spanned by vectors of the form 
4.7 
n x. 
I EB c.-, 
j = 1 I rj 
x. m. m.+1 
I I I 
where - is normal to S c !Rl , 1 < i < n ; G e !Rl , 
r. r. 
I I 
and EB ci xi/ ri stands for the vector in [Rlm+n with components : 
' ... ' ' ... ' 
The normal space Vx to TxI in Txsn-1 is spanned by vectors of the 
form 4. 7 with the additional restriction that I cti = 0 . 
The second fundamental form B of I is 
B ( -c. '-c.b) 1a J 
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where Bka,kb vk is the second fundamental form of Sk . 
Jacobi fields on I, are of the form 
where u : I,~ IRl satisfies the equation ~I.u + 2mu = 0, and Lciri = O . 
A basis for the Jacobi fields is xiaxjb v ; where xia is a linear function on 
the i-th sphere, xia i= xjb, and vis a normal of the form 4.7 with Lciri = O . 
4.9 
Write 
Then 
We also have 
V V (x. x.b v) = 1: (x. x.b) v 
"C 1a J l<c 1a J 
kc 
v 1 = u . ( EB U i xi / ri ) , 
v 2 = v . ( EB Vi xi / ri ) , 
V3 = W . ( EB wi xi / ri ) . 
Uk 
since 
< v1 , 8 . 'b > 1a,J - -EB-8 k rk ka,kb 
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and so 
4.10 < v1 ' B. ·b >< v2 ' B.b k >< v3 ' Bk · > 1a,J J , c c ,1 a 
UV W 
_ -mI, k k k uvw 
k r k 
Thus the third variation is 
4.11 
V mk mk W mk mk 
~kS S ~kS S 
+ 2v U.W LJ- (V u).(V w) + 2w U.V LJ - (V u).(V v) 
k ~ k ~ 
m+1 m1+1 m +1 Write x. for a linear function in [Rl I and extend it to [Rl x ... x [Rl n 1a 
mk 
Write if - v8 . 
Then v7k xia = 0 for i 'i= k, and 
4.12 i Vx. 1a 
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Hence v\a - v\b - (Oab - xia:ib) provided i = j = k, and is zero otherwise. 
r. 
I 
Now we can choose u = xia xjb , v = xia xkc , w = xjb xkc , where 
i, j, k are all different. Then uvw = xia 2 xjb 2 xkc 2 , and it can be shown that 
(see, for example, [FE, 3.2.13, page 251 ]). 
For each I, u (V1v.V1w) = xia2 xjb2(1- xkc2 / rk2)81k, where there is no sum over I. 
Also, 
J I I 4.13 u (Vv).(Vw) 
where we have used mk / rk 2 - m again. 
Substituting 4.12, 4.13 into 4.11, we get, for each i, j, k : 
(where there is no sum over i , j , k). 
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m m 
Hence, there are Jacobi fields on s 1 x ... x s n 
r1 rn 
for which the third variation 4.5 is not zero, provided we can find U, V, W with 
L Ui ri = L Vi ri = L Vi ri = o , but 4.14 not zero. 
For example, choose n = 3, r1 = r2 = r3 ( so m1 = m2 = m3 ), 
U = ( 1,-1,0), V = ( 1,-1,0), W = ( 1,1,-2) and k=1, j=2, i=3. 
Remark 4.15: For these examples, we have p = 3 (in the notation of 3.30), so 
that we get examples of minimal surfaces which converge at rate 1 / (log lxl) as 
1x1~00 and examples which converge at rate 1 / l(log lxl )I as lxl~O. 
Example 4.16: Nagura [NT] showed that if L c sN-1 is a minimal 
submanifold arising from the full equivariant minimal isometric immersion 
induced from the harmonic polynomials homogeneous of degree at least 2 on 
S2 , then there is a non integrable Jacobi field on L ( Remark 12.4.2 of [NT] ). 
Remark 4.17 : In both examples 4.6 and 4.16, the minimal submanifold L has 
codimension at least 2 in sN-1 . I do not know of any examples of nonintegrable 
Jacobi fields on minimal submanifolds of the sphere with codimension 1 (see 
Problem 5, Chapter 5). 
Harmonic maps 
We consider the energy functional EY for maps u = (u1, ... , um) from the 
unit ball B1 (0) in Euclidean space !Rln into an open subset U of !Rim with analytic 
metric y. It is shown in [SL] that the functional f'(v) = E'Y(u0+v), with u0 a fixed 
homogeneous degree zero harmonic map, is of the form described in Chapter 1, 
so the results of Chapter 3 apply, provided there are non integrable Jacobi fields. 
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We think of u0 as a homogeneous degree zero ( that is, u0(x) = u0(x/lxl) ) 
harmonic map !Rln ~ (U,y) and also as a harmonic map sn-1 ~ (U,y). We will 
show that many harmonic maps have corresponding non integrable Jacobi fields, 
by perturbing standard examples. 
The energy of a map u : sn-1 ~!Rln is 
where 't1, ... ,'tn is a basis for !Rln. We choose a basis 't1, ... ,'tn_ 1 tangent to 
Ii= sn-1, and put 'tn= the unit vector in the radial direction. We suppose that 
u0 :sn-
1 
~!Rln is harmonic, and let IFI,(u) = EYI,(u0+u). 
We perturb the metric y, by putting gij = Yij + hij , where hij is an analytic 
function on U, so that g is an analytic metric. Then 
E°(u) = ! J g(du)-ci),du(-ci) 
81 
= EY(u) + ! J h(dux('ti),dux('ti)) 
81 
and we have the new functional 
F (u) = E9 (u0+u) = IF (u) + i J h( d(u 0+u)x 'ti , d(u0+u)x 'ti) . 
81 
We assume further that 
4.19 hij(u0(x)) = 0, Vhij (u 0(x)) = 0, v2hij (u0(x)) = O , 
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where these are derivatives for maps from U to ~ . 
If lhlc2 is sufficiently small, then E9 also satisfies the conditions of 
Chapter 1, since EY does. 
The first variation of E9 at u0, (that is, the first variation of [FQ at 0), is 
4.20 ;s E9(us) ls=O = ;s EY(us) ls=O + ~ J ;s (h (us)) ls=O (dux('C;),du.(-c;)) + 
B1 
J (h (us)) ( ;s d(us)x(-c;) ls=O , du.(-c;)) 
B1 
where us is a 1- parameter family with us = u0 at S=O. 
Evidently, the first variation of E9 is equal to the first variation of EY , since 
h(u0 (x))=0, and Vh(u0(x))=0. Hence u0 is also harmonic with respect to the 
metric g. Similarly, the second variation of E9 is equal to the second variation of 
EY, so the Jacobi field operators with respect to the two metrics are equal at u0. 
However, the third variation of E9 is 
where us is a 3 - parameter family with us= u0 at S=O . 
Hence there are non integrable Jacobi fields on L for the metric g 
provided 
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for some family us of the form us= u0 + s.v. 
We will give examples where 4.22 holds. 
Example 4.23 : This is an example of harmonic maps from the ball into the 
cylinder IRl x sn-1. Here U = !Rln .... {O} and the coordinate chart for the cylinder is 
(t,ro) E IRl x sn-1 ~ etro E U; and y(r,ro) = r-2dr2 + cr(ro), where a is the metric 
on the unit sphere sn-1, is the metric for U which makes this coordinate chart an 
isometry. 
The energy E'Y for a map u : 8 1 ~u is then 
2 
E'Y = 2_ f I Vu I d 2 2 X. 
B I uj 
1 
It is well known that id : sn-1 ~ sn-1 c !Rln with Euclidean metric is 
harmonic. Define u0(ro) = ro, so that u0 : sn-1 ~ {O} x sn-1 is harmonic. 
The metric y is invariant under scaling r ~ Ar (A> 0) and so the energy is 
also invariant under scaling of u. Hence u5 (ro) = (1 + s)ro is a one parameter 
family of harmonic maps, with initial velocity ro, which is a Jacobi field at u0. The 
metric is also invariant under rotations of sn-1, so u5(ro) = exp(sA).ro with A a 
skew symmetric linear transformation is also a one parameter family of harmonic 
maps having Jacobi field A.ro. We observe that it was shown in [SR] that all 
Jacobi fields on the sphere are integrable, and correspond to rotations , although 
we do not use this here. 
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We need to check that there is some h and us= u0 + s.v for which 
For example, choose hij(x) = (1 +(lxl-1 )3)8ij. Choose v(w) = w (which is a 
Jacobi field) and put us = u0 + sv. Then 
03 
~ h .. (u (x)) I O = 6 8 .. oS 11 s S= IJ 3 
so 4.22 holds. 
Example 4.24 : This is an example of harmonic maps from the n dimensional 
ball into the sphere sn. Here U = !Rln is the coordinate chart for sn - { north pole}, 
with respect to stereographic projection 
p: X ~ (1_:• ) , where X = (x',Xn+1) ES". 
n+1 
Then the metric yon !Rln , for which the inverse stereographic projection is an 
isometry, is 
2 2 
( ) _ 4 (dr + r a(w)) Y r,w - 2 2 ' 
(1 +r ) 
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and the energy for a map u : B1 ~ !Rln is then 
y 1 J 4 2 E (u) = 2 2 2 I Vu I dx . B (1 +lul ) 
1 
Clearly, u0 (ro) = ro as a map from sn-1 to sn-1 c sn is harmonic, so that 
Pu0 : sn-1 ~ (!Rln, y) is also harmonic. 
Let A be a skew symmetric linear transformation of !Rln+ 1. 
Then u8 (ro) = exp(sA) . ( ro,O ) is a one - parameter family of harmonic maps into 
sn, and P(u5(ro)) is a one - parameter family of harmonic maps into (!Rln,y). 
Choose A so that A.x = ( 0, ... , 0, xn+1 -xn ). , 
2 
ro + s ( A.(ro,O) )' + O(s ) 2 
Then Pu5 (ro) - ------2-- = ro ( 1 - sron) + O(s ) . 
1 + sron + O(s ) 
Choose hij(x) = xn ( !xi - 1 )3 8ij for XE !Rln, which is analytic in a 
neighbourhood of the image of u0. 
a3 4 
Then - 3 h .. ( Pu (ro) )I O = - 6 ro 8 .. , dS lj S S= n lj 
which implies 
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Remark 4.25 : In examples 4.23 and 4.24, we demonstrate analytic metrics on 
coordinate charts in !Rln such that not all Jacobi fields are integrable. As in 
Remark 4.15, since p = 3 (in the notation of 3.30), the corresponding examples of 
harmonic maps from B1 (0) into (U,y) approach their tangent maps at the rate 
1/( log 1x1-1 ). 
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Some open problems. 
The following open problems arise from the preceding work. The first 
four are related to the description of singularities of analytic functions, and the 
rest relate to examples of minimal surfaces and harmonic maps with non 
integrable Jacobi fields. 
Problem 1 
The solutions u(t) found in Chapter 3 all have a unique "blow-up" as 
t~oo, that is, the limit of u(t) / lu(t)I exists as t~oo.ls this always so? 
Conjecture : yes . 
Problem 2 
A simpler version of Problem 1 is the finite dimensional equation 
5.1 x' - -Vg(x) , with g analytic . 
This was considered by A.Thom [TR]. He proposes the following argument to 
show that the limit of x(t) / lx(t)I exists. Unfortunately, the argument is not 
complete; although Thom conjectures that the limit exists (personal 
communication). 
Argument: 
Lojasiewicz [L] showed that any solution x(t) of 5.1 that is bounded as 
t~00 has a unique limit. Without loss of generality, suppose that x(t)~O . 
Put r(t) = I x(t) I and ro(t) = x(t) / r(t), and calculate their equations to get 
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5.2 
d 
dt r(t) 
X X' 
= · = - m . V g (rm) IX I 
"'"' p-1 
= - L p r gP(m) 
p~p 
where gp is homogeneous of degree p. Also, 
5.3 ~ m(t) = - 1- { x' - (x · x')x ) 
cit IX I IX ,2 
1 sn-1 
= - - V g (rm) 
r 
n-1 
"'"' p-2 S 
= - L r V gP (m) , 
p~p 
n-1 
S n-1 
where V is the gradient taken in S 
Next, change time scale by putting 
t 
1:(t) = J l-2(s) ds 
0 
If 't(t) is bounded as t tends to oo , then 
J I w'(t) I dt is finite , so ,;, converges . 
If not, then the equations become 
d "'"' 1 +q 5.4 - r('t) = - p r('t) gp(m) - L (p+q) r ('t) gp+q(m) 
d't q>O 
n-1 n-1 
5.5 ~ w(1:) = - VS gP(w) - Lrq VS gp+q(w) 
d't q>O 
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LEMMA 5.6. 
As 't~oo, ro('t) ~ a component of the set { ro; vsgp(ro) = O} . 
PROOF : If not, then 9p would not be bounded below on { ro('t) }, but 
1 n-1 n-1 d Sn- S S 
- g (ro('t)) = - V gp . ( V gP + I rq V gp+q) 
d't p q>O 
n-1 n-1 n-1 S 2 ~ q-1 S S 
- - I V gP I - r('t) [ LJ r V gP . V gp+q ] . 
q>O 
Suppose V8gp(ro) does not approach O. Then there exists 'tk~oo and 
WE sn-1 such that ro('tk)~W and 1vsgp(W)I = o > O . By hypothesis, r('t)~O 
as 't~oo J so for 't > 't J 
n-1 n-1 
I r(1:) I rq-1 Vs gP . VS gp+q I < .Q. . 
q>O 4 
Hence, there is £ > O and a neighbourhood U of { ro ; vsgp(ro) = o} such 
that We U , and for 't > 't , 9p(ro('t)) decreases by at least £ while ro('t)e U , 
and can increase by at most £/2 while ro('t)E U . Since We U, and ro('tk)~W , 
9p(ro) is not bounded below on { ro('t)} c sn-1 , which is a contradiction. 
QED. 
From Lemma 5.6, we see that 9p(ro('t)) ~ constant, say y, as 't~oo . 
From 5.4, y > 0 since r('t)~O as 't~oo. 
If y > O , then r('t) < C e -ot , for o < y and 't > 't . Hence, equation 5.5 
has the form 
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d sn-1 
5.7 - W('t) = - V gp(w) - R('t) , 
d't 
with I R('t) I <Ce -8't as 't-"7oo. Then the results of [S] (particularly 
Theorem 2) imply that w('t) has a unique limit as 't-"7oo. 
REMARK 5.8 : This is the case in Chapter 3, i.e. ro('t)-"7Q and fp(Q) "* O 
(see Lemma 3.26) . 
If y = O however, then there are difficulties. The remainder terms 
may not be exponentially small compared with vsgp(ro), and the results of [S] 
do not directly apply. Thom [TR] suggested reducing dimensions and arguing 
inductively, but it is not clear how to do this. 
Problem 3 
A similar question has been asked by T.C.Kuo (personal 
communication). If x(t) satisfies 5.1, then does 
. x'(t) 
t 
l1m I x'(t) I 
-"700 
exist? 
Problem 4 
In Remark 5.8, we noted that the solutions found in Chapter 3 all have 
u(t) ,, 
lu(t)I -"7 u 
where CJ is a stationary point for f P' and all converge at rates given by r1l(P-2). 
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Must all non exponential solutions be of this form ? It seems like ly that 
there are examples where fp(Q) = 0. 
Must all non exponential solutions converge at some power rate ? 
Problem 5 
In Chapter 4, the minimal surfaces with non integrable Jacobi fields 
have codimension 2 or more in the unit sphere. Are there any codimension 1 
miminal submanifolds of the unit sphere with non integrable Jacobi fields? 
Problem 6 
Are there any area minimising surfaces which do not have subanalytic 
support? 
Problem 7 
Do small perturbations of area minimising cones with isolated 
singularities in any codimension give area minimising surfaces? 
REMARK 5.9 : Small perturbations of strictly minimising hypercones 
(codimension 1) with isolated singularities give area minimising surfaces by a 
result of [HS]. Hence a codimension 1 strictly minimising example for 
Problem 5 would be an example for Problem 6. 
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Exponential decay. 
Here we prove exponential decay in the case when Jacobi fields are 
integrable. This was proved in [AA] for the case of minimal surfaces, and in [SL] 
for functionals of the type considered in Chapter 1. The method here is a 
simplification of [SL,Part II, §6], due to Professor Simon; it is based on De Giorgi's 
"blow-up" method. 
We let Fr, be a functional of the form 
IF L(u) = J F(ro,u,Vu) 
L, 
where I, is a compact sub manifold of [RlN, and F(co,z,p) is a smooth function of 
(co,z,p)EI,x [RlN x [RlNM, real analytic at O in (z,p). We also assume the 
Legendre-Hadamard condition 1.10, so that the Euler-Lagrange operator Mr, is 
quasilinear elliptic with a self-adjoint linearisation l r, at O which is elliptic. 
We consider general equations on r, x (O,oo) of the form 
A.1 u" - u' - Mr,u - R(u), 
where R(u) = a1 .Du'+ a2.u' , with D = (V,a1at) as in Chapter 1, and 
A.2 I a1 I + I a2 I < c ( I u I + I Vu I + I u' I ) . 
(Notice of course that this includes the equations considered in Chapter 3.) 
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As in Chapter 3, we note that ker l L is a finite dimensional subspace [K of 
L 2 ( L ; V ). Here we assume that 
A.3 every element of lK is integrable, in the same sense as Chapter 3, 3.11 : 
that is, for all VE lK, there is a one parameter family {u5} SE (0, 1) with usfs ~ v and 
ML(u5 ) = O for all SE (0, 1 ). As noted in Theorem 3.6, this implies there is a real 
analytic function H, defined in a neighbourhood {v; lvl<p} of O in [K with values in 
[K1- such that IH(v)I < C lvl2 and such that the function !FL(v+H(v)) is constant for 
lvl<P (and, in particular, ML(v+H(v)) = O for lvl<p, VE lK). We let Sc L 2 ( L; V) be 
the real analytic manifold { v+H(v) ; lvl < p} and observe that this manifold has 
tangent space lK at v = 0. 
Subject to the assumptions A.1 - A.3 ,we want to show that 
if I u(t) I 1 + I u'(t) I O ~ O as t~00 , then the convergence is actually exponential : C C 
that is, there is a q > 0 such that 
I u(t) I 1 + I u'(t) I 0 C (L;V) C (L;V) 
- qt 
< Ce as t~oo. 
Of course, by elliptic estimates, it is enough to prove I u(t) lcO <Ce-qt because 
we already know that I u(t) le 1 ~ 0. 
To prove the result, take any T > 1, and a sequence vj~o in lK with 
A.4 sup IV- u(t) I = inf sup I V- u(t) I, 
tE[jT,(j+1)T] J Co(L;V) VE [K tE[jT,(j+1)T] 
where, for VE lK, V = v+H(v), where H is as in 3.6. 
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We claim that if Tis sufficiently large, then 
A. 5 sup I V - u (t) I < !. sup I V - u (t) I 
tE[U+1)T,U+2)T] i+1 c0(''L;V) - 2 tELJT,U+1)T] i c0(''L;V) 
We will iterate this inequality to obtain the required exponential convergence. 
Write lj for the interval [jT,(j+ 1 )T]. We first note that by iterating A.5, for any j we 
obtain 
1 j - qjT 
sup I V - u(t) I < C ~) - Ce , for some q > 0. I. J '2 
J 
Hence, I Vj - Vj+1 I< 2 Ce- qjT, since this is a sup estimate and (j+1 )TE lj n lj+1. 
However vj~o so we deduce I Vj I < C' e- qjT by summing the series I,(Vj - Vj+1 ). 
Substituting back into the previous inequality, we conclude that I u(t) I <Ce- qt_ 
For the proof of A.5, notice that, since ML(Vj) = 0, we can rewrite A.1 to 
give 
II I l (j) 02 (j) D (j) w. - w. - w. = a1 . w. + a2 . w. + a3 .w. , J J LJ J J J 
where 1am1 < C(lul+IVul+lu'I) and wj = u - Vj sow/= u'. Since wj~o, we know by 
A.2 and the general growth estimates ( [S] or[SL, Part 2, §3]) that for any £ > O, T 
sufficiently large (T> T 0(£, l )), there are j0 ,'t0 such that for all 't > 'to and all j > j0, 
ET 
A.6 sup I w.(t) I < e sup I w.(t) I . 
[ 't, 't + T] J [ 't-T, 't] J 
(From now on, I w(t) I denotes I w(t) I O .) C (L;V) 
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Now let w/t) = E(1 wj(t+jT), where Ej = sup (jT,(j+1)T] I Vj - u(t) j. We assume that Ej > 
O; otherwise A.6 trivially implies A.5. 
To get a contradiction, we suppose that A.5 is false for infinitely many j. 
Then, by A.6 and standard ellipticity estimates (for example, LP and continuity 
estimates [GT]), we can find a subsequence j' such that 
A.5 fails with j = j', 
wj'~w locally on L x (O,oo) with w" - w' - lLw = 0, 
sup (O,T] I w(t) I < 1, 
sup [T,2T] I w(t) I > 1 /2 > 0, 
and sup ['t,'t+ T] I w I < eET sup ['t-T,'t] I w I , for each 't > 0. 
Then, taking E < 1 /2 min { Re 'Yj ; Re Yj > O} (notation as in Chapter 2), and 
using L 2 estimates [GT] and standard eigenfunction expansions, we have 
-1t 
w = v + Re L, a. e 1 <f>. , 
J J J 
where VE IK, <l>j are eigenfunctions, I, a/< C < oo, and J = { j ; Re Yj >a> O }.Thus 
by taking T sufficiently large, it evidently follows that 
-aT/4 
sup II w - v II 2 < C e sup II w II 2 
tE [3T/4,3T] L (L;V) tE [T/4,T/2] L (L;V) 
Then by elliptic estimates 
- aT/4 
sup [T,2T] I w - v I < C' e sup [T/4,T/2] I w I . 
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Choose Tso that C' e- a T/4 < 1 /4. Hence, for sufficiently large j', since w is 
not identically O on [T/4,T/2] by virtue of the eigenfunction expansion and the fact 
that w is not identically O on [T,2T], 
1 
sup I u(t) - V. - e,v I < - sup I u - V, I . 
tE[(j'+1)T,(j'+2)T] J J 2 tE[j'T,(j'+1)T] J 
Since Sis a C1 manifold with 1K = T0S, and since vj'~o, we have a sequence ~j', 
~ .• E TVS J ., 
J 
with rtr := I ~j' - v I ~ O. Then, since I ~j' I < I v I + rij' , and since S is a C2 manifold, 
we have ~j,E S such that 
I (, - ( v., + E·, v) I< I r., - ( v., + E·, t.,) I + ,,., E·, J J J - ~J J J '-jj I I J J 
where C depends on the curvature of S near 0. 
Thus A. 7 gives 
sup I u - (, I < 1 /3 E. + e, ( (lvl + f\·) ~· + Tli' ) 
tE[(j'+1)T,(j'+2)T] 1 J J 
for sufficiently large j', which is a contradiction. 
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